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Specialist private client investment managers

Part of Brooks Macdonald Group plc, AIM listed since 2005

Ownership controlled by founding directors and management

Private portfolios, Pension accounts, Trusts and Charities 

Funds under management (FUM) – 12 months to 30 June 2014;

• the Group’s FUM have grown 28% (from £5.11bn to £6.55bn)

• FTSE 100 rose 12% *, WMA Balanced Portfolio rose by 9% *

• 82% of BMAM FUM introduced by professional advisors

• over 37% of BMAM FUM held within SIPPs

61 qualified Investment Managers (28 via our successful trainee scheme)

Our sister company ‘Brooks Macdonald International’ has 19 qualified Investment Managers and 1 Trainee 

Investment Manager

12 current Trainee Investment Managers

Professional intermediary focussed and service-led propositions

* Total return

Providing excellent service to a small number of 
high quality Professional Intermediaries



Group purpose

• To create, enhance and protect wealth

• Ensure that our clients are at the core of everything we do

We believe in

• Honesty, fairness and clarity

• Dedication to the highest professional standards 

• Continuous self-improvement 

• The pursuit of wealth enhancement within a risk-controlled environment

• Encouraging contributions that challenge conventional thinking and stimulate debate

• Advocate respect and concern for the individual

The Brooks Macdonald Ethos



2014 – Named in top 100 list of the best medium sized  companies to work for (The Sunday Times)

2014 - 5 star rating for MPS, BPS, MPS platform & un itised services (Defaqto)

2014 - Best Discretionary Fund Manager (Professional  Adviser)

2013 – Named in top 100 list of the best medium sized companies to work for (The Sunday Times)

2013 – Best Wealth Management Firm UK (Wealth Adviser Awards)

2013 – 5 star rating for Bespoke Portfolio Service and Managed Portfolio Service (Defaqto) 

2013 –Citywire Wealth Manager Regional Stars - Edinburgh and Hampshire (Citywire)

2013 – Private Client Investment Manager of the year (AQC Awards)

2013 – UK Investment Director of the year (International Hedge Funds Awards)

2013 – Gold Standard Awards: Awarded the Gold Standard for Portfolio Management (Incisive Media)

2012 – 5 star rating for Bespoke Portfolio Service and Managed Portfolio Service (Defaqto) 

2012 – Gold Standard Awards: Awarded the Gold Standard for Portfolio Management (Incisive Media)

2012 – Winner of the Best Discretionary Adviser of the year award (Investment Week)

2012 – Named in top 100 list of the best medium sized companies to work for (The Sunday Times)

2011 – Gold Standard Awards: Awarded the Gold Standard for Portfolio Management (Incisive Media)

Brooks Macdonald’s Recent awards



No. of employees
(Grown 10.7x)

440
2014

41
2006

£690m
2006

£6.55bn
2014

FUM
(Grown 9.5x)

2013
£5.680bn

Employee expansion and growth in Funds under Management (FUM) since 
2006 

Corporate overview – Brooks Macdonald Group



The Brooks Macdonald 
Investment Process



Active investment management adding value by considering opportunities in all asset 

classes

Investing in all investment vehicles to provide strong risk-adjusted returns 

Incorporating transparent fees with institutional dealing

The Brooks Macdonald approach to portfolio management



The Brooks Macdonald’s investment process



54 “Events” that changed the world…



High Yield, 
Short Duration 

Bonds

Healthcare

Technology

Equity Income

• With interest rates likely to rise over the next two years, we would 
look to introduce a broader diversification of short duration funds, 
with the ability to adjust strategy to prevailing economic conditions

• An ageing global population has greater medical needs coupled with 
a growing middle class in the Emerging Markets demanding 
improved healthcare.

• Exciting developments such “Big Data”, “The Internet of Things”  
and “Mobile Technology”. Globally more people use smartphones 
than toothbrushes.

• Companies with strong balance sheets, robust earnings, quality 
management and the ability to grow dividends year on year. 
Dividend growth drives share price performance not just dividend 
yield.

Structured 
Return

• Capital-assured assets to protect against short term 
market volatility producing a return in flat or negative 
markets. Also used as cash flow matching investment.

BMAM Portfolio - Adding Value in a Changing Environment



Fixed Income Portfolio Returns

Fixed Income Portfolio Returns



Brooks Macdonald’s  
Experience



MPS Low Risk (Defensive Income) – outperformance in 18 of past 21 quarters
Outperformance in three of four negative quarters

All data net of AMC and underlying fund costs
Source: Financial Express and BMAM. Data to end Sept 2014

Performance: BM MPS Low Risk (Defensive Income)



Performance to end Sept 2014

Discrete Calendar Year Performance to End Sept 2014

All data net of AMC and underlying fund costs
Source: Financial Express and BMAM. Data to end Sept 2014

Performance: BM MPS Low Risk (Defensive Income)



Capital Income Total return
Percentage of total return as 

income

Low Risk (Defensive Income) 24.74% 24.04% 48.78% 49.28%

Low-to-Medium Risk 36.05% 16.82% 52.87% 31.81%

All data net of AMC and under fund costs Source: Financial 
Express 

Importance of overall portfolio yield



All data net of AMC and underlying fund costs
Source: Financial Express and BMAM. Data to end 
Sept 2014

Performance: BM MPS Low-to-Medium Risk



Performance to end Sept 2014

Performance: BM MPS Low – Medium risk 

Discrete Calendar Year Performance to End Sept 2014

All data net of AMC and underlying fund costs
Source: Financial Express and BMAM. Data to end Sept 
2014



Source: Newton and J.P. Morgan. As at 31/12/13 
and 01/07/14

Equity income



Equity income



Equity income

Source: Shore Capital, April 2014. *Based on an 
accounting year basis.



Source: Societe Generale, and 
J.P. Morgan as at 31/07/14.

UK still offers an optimal combination of dividend yield and cover

Earnings from majority of developed markets have been strong. Recent numbers from UK less 

impressive but a large portion of this due to strong Sterling – a weakening of Sterling would have a 

large positive impact on earnings 

Equity income



Glossary



Brooks Macdonald Group, its subsidiaries and/or their officers, directors and employees may also

own and trade in the underlying assets. Tax treatment depends on individual circumstances and

may be subject to change in the future.

This documentation may contain confidential or legally privileged information that is intended for

the addressee only. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not

necessarily represent those of Brooks Macdonald Asset Management. If you are not the intended

recipient you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance upon the

contents of this documentation is strictly prohibited. If you have received this documentation in

error, please notify the sender immediately, so that arrangements may be made for its proper

delivery.

Investors should be aware that the price of investments and the income from them can go down as

well as up and that neither is guaranteed. Past performance is not a guide to the future. Investors

may not get back the amount invested. Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse affect

on the value, price or income of an investment. Investors should be aware of the additional risks

associated with funds investing in emerging or developing markets.

The information in this document does not constitute advice or a recommendation and investment

decisions should not be made on the basis of it. This document is for the information of the

recipient only and should not be reproduced, copied or made available to others.


